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ESTATE TAX UNCERTAINTY
The vast majority of our clients can accomplish
the goal of minimizing estate taxes with “Family
Trust and Marital Trust” provisions included in their
revocable living trusts, but a significant minority with
larger estates have engaged us for more complex tax
reduction planning. With the current political winds
blowing toward “raise taxes on the rich,” we saw a
spike in what we call “Advanced Tax Planning” cases
this spring. Advanced Tax Planning is a way of
“advancing” assets out of your taxable estate: instead
of waiting until you “check out” to take the estate out
of the “IRS Supermarket,” you “advance” some
assets to the “parking lot” prior to your death.
Who should consider Advanced Tax Planning?
How proactive do you want to be to head off paying
estate taxes? Your living trust plan will deliver to
your heirs, estate tax free, an amount equal to the
estate tax exemption (IRS “Coupon”) when you die.
Married couples, with the “Family Trust” provisions
you will use both of your Coupons, doubling the taxfree amount that your heirs will receive.
The federal estate tax Coupon is, as of this
writing, $11,700,000. A married couple could die this
year and leave $23.4 million free of federal tax.
However, (sorry, there has to be a “however”!) under
the current law, that Coupon will shrink to half in
2026. It is an “inflation adjusted” number, so by 2026
it will likely be around $6 million to $6.5 million.
Then a couple will be able to leave around $13
million free of federal estate tax.
Illinois is not so generous. The Illinois Coupon is
only $4 million (or $8 million for couples), so if your
estate is more than that, you have to engage in the
more complex Advanced Tax Planning to avoid the
Illinois estate tax. That tax is not insignificant. If you
have just $1 million too much, the tax is over
$280,000.
Is 2021 a time to panic? No, there is never a good
time to panic. Is it a good time to reconsider your

need for advanced tax planning? Perhaps. Legislation
has been introduced in Congress to reduce the federal
Coupon to $3.5 million. If that passes, the tax will
reach many more of our clients. You might be
thinking, OK, so we’ll see if the Coupon changes,
and if so we’ll look into advanced planning. To give
you a reason to procrastinate, I’ll go on record that I
doubt the current Congress will lower the Coupon.
But there are two more subtle changes proposed,
and the advanced planning we regularly do today
might become unavailable. One is a proposed change
in the gift tax exemption. When we do advanced tax
planning, our client typically makes a large gift, of
anywhere from $1,000,000 to $10,000,000. Those
gifts are never taxed, because Illinois doesn’t tax
gifts, and the full federal death tax Coupon ($11.7
million) is available to use while living if you choose.
The proposal is to lower the gift tax exemption to $1
million, substantially limiting the large gifts that are
typically a part of advanced planning.
The second is more technical and well below the
public radar. In advanced planning we typically move
much more value out of an estate than we have to
actually report as a gift, using a special type of
transaction with a special type of trust. We might
report a gift of $10 million but in reality are able to
move several times that much out of your estate.
Legally, of course! Proposed tax legislation would
eliminate that special type of transaction and trust.
Bottom line: even if the death tax Coupon isn’t
reduced, our ways of squeezing more assets through
the checkout might be eliminated.
If you want our “latest tax law” views, consider
reading my monthly articles in the Prairie Farmer®.
The articles are available for free online several
weeks ahead of the print edition and can be found
here (often in a longer version than when in print):
www.farmprogress.com/author/Curt-Ferguson.
- Curt
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Zoom and Client Services
- Sarah Rupe Wow, what a whirlwind since the last newsletter!
After most of you had to watch a recorded version of
the 2020 AFR, we have just finished up our first year
of offering our AFRs by Zoom. Most of our world
seems to be opening back up after this Covid-19
pandemic, but that hasn’t slowed down the fact that
Zoom meetings have taken over. Don’t get me wrong,
it’s so very convenient and saves clients HOURS on
the road, but it keeps me hopping. I’ve been
scheduling and organizing Zoom Family Education
Programs, Personal Counselling Review
appointments, and new client appointments. Yes,
Personal Counselling Review appointments are
available by Zoom (PCR fee still applies of course).
Let me know if you need to schedule one with either
of the attorneys.
As I reflect on the past year, I realize how many
opportunities we have had to help many of you with
urgent needs relating to your estate plans. That’s what
we are here for and that is what you pay for! When
you call us and we help you solve a dilemma, that’s
the LifeSpan™ way and, as the Chick-fil-A slogan
goes, “It’s my pleasure.” I enjoy helping you! My
title is Client Services Coordinator and that’s what I
“The Democratic opposition to legislative
minorities using whatever leverage they have to
block legislation is highly situational. In
Washington, D.C., where Democrats control the
White House and both chambers of Congress, the
Senate filibuster is portrayed as a Jim Crow relic
that is profoundly undemocratic. In Austin,
Texas, where Republicans control the governor’s
mansion and both chambers of the legislature,
House Democrats walking out to prevent the
passage of a bill with majority support is
portrayed as a heroic act preserving our
democracy.”
Rich Lowry

do: coordinate the services you need. But, remember,
when you need something and you pick up the phone
to call or start typing an email, check your LifeSpan™
Client Organizer and/or have it handy because that
wonderful tool may just contain your answer.
I hope you have a wonderful summer. As I try to
remind myself, stop and look at the beauty that God
has created for us to enjoy!

For future reference, save this
newsletter in your LifeSpan™
Client Organizer under Tab F.

A Bit about What I Do
- Olivia Davis I have been a part of The Estate Planning Center
team for 2 ½ years now. I work mostly in client
services and a big part of that job is taking your calls,
so I more than likely have spoken with you! I love
getting to know you through your phone calls and
when you come in for appointments and meetings
like the Annual Family Reunion™.
Just recently I started training in the Discovery
Dialogue™, the initial appointment for prospective
clients. So, for all the friends and family you refer to
us in the future 😉 , there is a good chance that I will
be helping them get familiar with our process and
systems.
As you have heard over and over from us, unless
your estate plan is “funded” it won’t work, and I’ve
been working with Sherry quite a bit in the Funding
Department. She has taught me many things about
Asset Review Reports, real estate legal descriptions,
and so much more!
One of the things I love doing the most here at
The Estate Planning Center is during our Monday
morning meetings when we have a time of prayer for
each of you. You are the reason we’re here!
Have a beautiful summer!
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“I believe in an America where the free
enterprise system flourishes for all other
systems to see and admire—where no
businessman lacks either competition or credit
—and where no monopoly, no racketeer, no
government bureaucracy can put him out of
business that he built up with his own
initiative.”
President John F. Kennedy

Summer is Here!
- Gayla Ball Hi everyone!!
We finally made it to sweet, sweet summertime!
For some reason, the trees seem a little greener and
the flowers are brighter than ever, especially my hot
pink peonies. I am especially grateful that the lilac
bush I transplanted to my yard from my folks’ home
place has survived. That is good news, considering
my thumb is definitely not green!
Recently you and your Helpers received an
invitation in the mail to attend this year’s Family
Education Program™, Core Concepts Series™. All
Clients, Helpers, and Adult Beneficiaries are
welcome to attend. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity as Curt and Sam provide High-level
overview explanations of five core components of
LifeSpan™ planning:
• how we create a smooth transition if a client
becomes Disabled
• how spouses provide for each other with a
“Family Trust”
• how heirs benefit from asset protection “School
Bus” Trusts
• how we minimize Estate Taxes for estates that
exceed the estate tax exemption
• how Making it All Work requires a process, not
just a document

If you would like to attend in person or by Zoom,
here are the dates and locations available for you:
Thursday, June 24 at 6:00pm, Salem
(in person and Zoom)
Tuesday, October 19 at 1:00pm, Marshall
(in person only)
Saturday, November 6 at 9:00am, Salem
(in person and Zoom)
Thursday, November 18 at 6:00pm, Bloomington
(in person only)
Remember, call and make reservations for you
and your Helpers as soon as possible, due to limited
seating.
I just want to give a friendly reminder to all our
“ODD” LifeSpan™ clients, 2021 is your year to
update. Later this summer you will be receiving your
Estate Planning Review Worksheet, along with the
various dates for the Client Update Program™. In
years past, some clients have actually set this mailing
aside thinking it
was junk mail or
not important.
Don’t let this
happen to you!
Program dates are
first come first
served, and the
sooner you get
your reservations
returned to me,
the better your
chance of getting
your first choice!
As my family
embraces all the activities of the season such as
attending T-Ball games, enjoying boat time on the
lake, and relaxing around the fire pit in the back yard,
we are excited and looking forward to the arrival of
another grand baby in July! 😊
Remember that every day is a gift! May each of
you and yours have a great summer!!
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when you identify the trust name, you don’t use a
first name. Put “Smith Title Trust” or “Smith Living
Trust” and never “John Smith Living Trust.” You still
want to identify the trustees by name, such as “John
& Mary Smith, Trustees.” So the perfect vehicle title
will look something like this:
Smith Title Trust
John & Mary Smith Trustees

“Despite a voluminous and often fervent
literature on income distribution, the cold fact
is that income is not distributed: It is earned.”
Thomas Sowell

Update on Funding
- Sherry French Occasionally there are actual changes in the
funding process, and this is one of those years.
Since all Illinois plate prices went up (except for
corrected titles, which is the way we transfer your
existing vehicles into your trust…Illinois’ fee went
down to $53.00), I wanted to share this information
with you. I recently found out that on small trailers
you can get a forever plate for $19.00. This may save
many of you a lot of headaches and money. However,
there are rules. On a truck with a B Plate, the truck
and the trailer cannot weigh over 8,000 lbs. If you
have a C Plate, the truck and trailer cannot weigh
over 10,000 lbs. To see whether your trailer qualifies,
check with your local DMV.

Everyone: when you send in a copy of your new
vehicle, please remember to give us a value and tell
us if this replaces a vehicle we already have listed.
Update on boats: If you are transferring a boat to
your trust and it is less than 16ft, the State is having
you go online to transfer your ownership. They
require your Driver’s License along with your Social
Security Number. If your boat is 16ft or above and
you want to transfer it to your trust (or a gift), the
State will charge sales tax. So, it is best to purchase
your boat in your trust name from the start.
A lot of you have worked with Carma Miller in
our office. She has helped me a lot in the Funding
Department, especially with Advanced Tax Planning
and Empowered Inheritance Program™ clients. Well,
she is leaving us to open up her own business with
her husband Dan here in Salem, 6:10 Coffee
Company. They plan to have a grand opening in
August. Check them out on Facebook. When you
come to Salem you will want to drive through there
and check it out. We will miss her, but are glad that
Salem is going to have good, quick coffee just a
block away.

Married clients: remember that for over a year
now we have been implementing a simplified process
that will save the survivor a trip and fees to the DMV.
When a vehicle is owned by a trust, you want to have
two lines completed: one line is the name of the trust,
and the other line is the names of the trustees. Your
living trusts have (or will by the time you complete
the Client Update Program™ this fall) wording to say
they “jointly” hold vehicles, so on a vehicle title
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Strategic Gift Trusts
- Sam Collins This is not a worry for everyone, but some of our
clients fear that a prolonged stay in the nursing home
would greatly reduce the size of their estate. A few
years ago, we created a program called Proactive
Preservation Planning™ to explain how you can plan
to protect certain assets from the nursing home. This
is a very general review of using trusts as a strategy
to protect assets.
A nursing home is just another potential creditor
anyone can one day have. As you know, a revocable
living trust provides no asset protection for you
against your own creditors. Someday, after your
death, your revocable living trust will provide some
asset protection for others when it becomes a “school
bus trust” to benefit others, such as a Family trust
and/or Marital trust for your spouse, or inherited
trusts for the future beneficiaries.
Is there anything that you can do to create a layer
of protection for you while you are alive? There is—
but it involves a different type of irrevocable trust
and requires you to part with some control. We call it
a Strategic Gift Trust™ because one
would never transfer everything to
this type of trust. As the name implies,
it is strategic—designed to hold
certain assets that you know you
never would want to sell to pay for
long term care. It does not matter the
asset—farmland, investment account,
even a cash account—most assets
work well with this type of trust.
However, tax deferred assets like
IRAs cannot be transferred to this
trust.

fully safe from nursing home spend down until five
years after transfer to the trust. After five years, you
are not considered to own the asset, and thus your
trustees would not have to sell trust property to pay
for your care. Any assets owned by you or your
spouse’s living trust would need to be considered
before Medicaid eligibility, but Strategic Gift Trust™
assets would be protected. During your life, you can
retain certain benefits from the asset, such as the
income it generates.
Irrevocable does not strictly mean unamendable.
As you update and change your living trust (how
assets will be divided and protected for your heirs
after your death), those changes will also apply to the
Strategic Gift Trust™. Thus, at your death the
Strategic Gift Trust™ assets follow the terms of your
revocable living trust, even amendments you make
right up until your death.
If you are concerned about the impact a nursing
home stay might have on your estate and would like
to know more about whether a Strategic Gift Trust™
might be a good layer of protection as part of your
overall estate plan, contact us to schedule a Personal
Counselling Review™.

For the trust to work, neither you
nor your spouse can be trustee of the
trust, but it can be a close family
member, such as one or more of your
kids. This type of planning works best
with some lead time, as assets are not
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From the Heart
This came from a social media post of a client who
preferred to remain anonymous in our newsletter.
With his permission we thought it worth sharing. It
illustrates so well the principle of giving when you
can’t necessarily see how much blessing you will
receive in return, and it demonstrates how to give to
another generation what you consider worthwhile.
This isn’t a post about what I did or what I gave
up, rather it is about what I got. It is a bit long for
social media, but I think it is something important
enough to share.
A couple of years ago my wife and I were talking
about what we should do with our little farm when
we got too old to work it. We decided to find a kid
who wanted to get into the cattle business but didn’t
have a spot to get started and let him/her run some
cows on our land. We could teach the kid what we
knew about cattle. We weren't quite ready to do it but
we found a young lady who seemed to be a perfect
candidate. So this spring she bought some cows and
put them in with our herd.
Letting her do this cost us some income but due
to my wife’s money handling skills we are in a place
where we can take the loss.
Then something unexpected happened.
We got so much more back than the dollars we
lost. We got to see the excitement of buying cows for
the first time, we got to see the joy of that first
newborn calf, we got to see dedication to the herd,
we got the energy of youth (and a near addiction to
Aleve), we got to see the desire to learn, we got to
watch the growth of knowledge, we got to see pride
in learning a new skill. But most of all we got a new
member of the family. She has thanked us over and
over for the opportunity, but it is us who have gained
the most.

Dave Ramsey says to live like no one else so
later you can live like no one else. This experiment
has more than made up for the things we gave up in
years past. If we want future generations to be
successful, we have to teach them what we know and
since not every kid will have access to the things they
need to learn these skills, it is up to us to provide that
access, if we can. I encourage you to find someone
you think will fit with you and whatever it is you do
and give them a chance. They will learn new skills
and you will be blessed beyond measure.

“Estate Planning Center, this is
Lauren. How can I help you?”
- Lauren Woodward Hi! I’m Lauren. I am a pastor’s daughter and the
oldest of four. I was blessed to be homeschooled
from kindergarten through high school. I have been
here at the Estate Planning Center since February of
2020. I started working here a little over a year and a
half after I graduated high school. When I was
offered the position of receptionist, it seemed like the
perfect fit! I have so enjoyed learning the ropes of
office life.
Just this year, while continuing my receptionist
duties, I have started to assist Sherry in the funding
department. From deeds and titles to asset reports and
everything in between, she has been doing a great job
training me in the funding process!
It has been wonderful to meet so many of you
and a pleasure to take your calls and point you to the
correct team member or attorney. I look forward to
taking your call or seeing you at your next
appointment! (I’ll make sure the chocolate chip
cookies are warm. 😊 ) Or I will see you at the next
Family Education Program, AFR, or CUP.
Have a great summer!

“The purpose of education is to make the choices clear to people, not to make the choices for people.”
Peter McWilliams
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“The difference between a welfare state and a
totalitarian state is a matter of time.”
Ayn Rand

The Most Important Inheritance
- Brent LeClere We talk a lot about how to pass your wealth to
the next generation. Our attorneys and team spend
countless hours doing the work that it takes to save
your hard-earned money from taxes and protect it
from lawsuits and other catastrophes. But in order to
leave your beneficiaries truly wealthy, work needs to
be done that we cannot do for you.
Think back to your own parents. What did they
leave you with that you value? Sure, they may have
left a monetary inheritance, but you probably are not
thinking about that. You are thinking about the life
lessons, long conversations, and tender moments of
friendship and family that you shared with them. The
money may have been appreciated, but their presence
was far more valuable. They shared their life with
you and that made the biggest impact, far more than
any amount of money ever could.
Time is something that cannot be transferred in
an Estate Plan. We have never opened up a Red Book
and given a grandson a fishing trip with his
grandfather. Our estate plans have never given a
granddaughter a long walk or time in the garden with
her grandmother. By the time we settle your estate, it
is just too late to pass some things along.
You are doing a great job passing on your money
and property in your estate plan. Are you proactively
passing on what is even more important than money?
It is easy to make excuses or undervalue what our
presence means to our family. How much is another
afternoon of work worth? Not much to your overall
estate. But a fishing trip, family vacation, or lazy
Sunday afternoon doing puzzles could make much
more of an impact on future generations.

It is not just your presence that matters, but also
your wisdom. You have lived long enough to gather
some timeless wisdom and vital values. Make sure to
share those in a meaningful way. Your family is
probably more open to having those important
conversations than you might think. Also, do not just
talk about your values: put them into action! For
example, if compassion is important to you, volunteer
at a homeless shelter or a food bank. Invite your
children and/or grandchildren to go with you. You
might be surprised at how much it means to them.
While the money and property are important, do
not forget about what truly means the most!

Wisdom for Life
“In the shambles of fragmented assurances from
the past, our longing for goodness and rightness
and acceptance—and orientation—makes us
cling to bumper slogans, body graffiti, and gift
shop nostrums that in our profound upside-downness somehow seem deep but in fact make no
sense: ‘Stand up for your rights’ sounds so good.
How about ‘All I ever needed to know I learned
in kindergarten’? And ‘Practice random
kindnesses and senseless acts of beauty’? And so
forth.
“Such sayings contain a tiny element of truth.
But if you try to actually plan your life using
them you are immediately in deep, deep trouble.
They will head you 180 degrees in the wrong
direction. You might as well model your life on
Bart Simpson or Seinfeld. But try instead ‘Stand
up for your responsibilities’ or ‘I don’t know
what I need to know and must now devote my
full attention and strength to finding
out’ (consider Prov. 3:7 or 4:7) or ‘Practice
routinely purposeful kindnesses and intelligent
acts of beauty.’”
Dallas Willard
from The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our
Hidden Life in God
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“I believe that people don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.” Richard H. Ferguson, 1936-2008

“Man finds it hard to get what he wants, because
he does not want the best; God finds it hard to
give, because He would give the best, and man
will not take it.”
George MacDonald

“A tyranny sincerely exercised ‘for the good of’ its victims may be the most oppressive.”
C. S. Lewis

